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“Most of the time, when I
remember, it is others
who spur me on; their
memory comes to the aid
of mine and mine relies on
theirs. …Memories are
recalled to me externally,
and the groups of which I
am a part give me the
means to reconstruct
them, upon condition that
I turn toward them and
adopt, at least for the
moment, their way of
thinking.” Maurice
Halbwachs (1952).
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The Clipboard
By Stephen Riggins

Scott Kenney’s manuscript Canadian Victims of Crime: Critical
Insights has been accepted for publication by CSP/Women’s
Press. His book critically considers the meanings which
emerge in the various contexts experienced by victims of
crime. These include the initial impacts of crime; social
dynamics encountered by victims in their families and informal
social settings; gender and coping strategies; the justice
system; encounters with victim service programs, support
groups, and shelters; the experiences of victims in restorative
justice sessions; and comparisons of the positions of victims in
developing countries. Scott draws on original qualitative
research about homicide and the criminal justice system, as
well as victim service organizations and restorative justice.
Read more...

Sociology at Memorial University – A Personal
Odyssey
By Doug House

Feeling very grown up, but in reality a very innocent sixteen-
year old, I first attended Memorial in 1960 at the old campus
on Parade Street. At the time, MUN was a very small
institution with approximately 1000 students, more like the
college it had been up until 1950 than the large,
comprehensive university it is today. In 1961, I was privileged
to have been a member of the first cohort of students to go to
the brand new campus on Elizabeth Avenue. At the time, the
new campus seemed huge – four modern buildings: Arts and
Administration, Science, the Library (now the Henrietta Harvey
Building) and the Physical Education Building with a spanking
new, full-sized gymnasium, squash courts and a swimming
pool. Like most students, I didn’t have much of an idea about
what I wanted to do with my life. Read more...

An Intellectual Balancing Act
By Ross A. Klein, MUN School of Social Work

I’ve always had my feet in two camps. As an undergraduate
student I was attracted to sociology for its vantage point of
social observation – objective but critical – and to social work
for its activist orientation. The time was the late 1960s/early
1970s, the anti-war movement was at its peak, sociology
departments were flush with soft funding for community-based
organization and research, and sociology faculties had clearly
projected political orientations. My foot in sociology provided
theory and critical thinking, both essential elements in a
foundation for social activism. My foot in social work, in
complementary fashion, taught methods of community
development and social activism for effecting change. Saul
Alinsky, a sociologist, was required reading for students of
social work at the time. Much of what I learned about
community organizing and social action was drawn from
sociology and sociological theory. Read more...

Victor Zaslavsky, who taught in the MUN Department of
Sociology from 1975 until his retirement in 1995, was the 2008
recipient of the highly prestigious Hannah Arendt Prize for
Political Thought. Victor received the award for his book
Klassensäuberung: Das Massaker von Katyn. Read more...
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Sociology at Memorial University – A Personal Odyssey
By Doug House

Feeling very grown up, but in reality a very innocent sixteen-year old, I first attended Memorial in 1960 at the old campus on
Parade Street. At the time, MUN was a very small institution with approximately 1000 students, more like the college it had been up
until 1950 than the large, comprehensive university it is today. In 1961, I was privileged to have been a member of the first cohort
of students to go to the brand new campus on Elizabeth Avenue. At the time, the new campus seemed huge – four modern
buildings: Arts and Administration, Science, the Library (now the Henrietta Harvey Building) and the Physical Education Building
with a spanking new, full-sized gymnasium, squash courts and a swimming pool.

Like most students, I didn’t have much of an idea about what I wanted to do with my life. Being more of a “jock” than a scholar, I
started out in phys ed, which was then only a diploma program at Memorial, with visions of going on to do a degree at Toronto or
McGill. For various reasons, including falling flat on my face while demonstrating a simple vault while student-teaching at Prince of
Wales Collegiate – to the great delight and glee of the students – I gave up phys ed after my second year. I then tried psychology,
and enjoyed working for Dr. Art Sullivan for two summers at the Waterford Hospital; but became disillusioned when I found that
most of the courses seemed to be more about the behaviour of rats than about people.

It was not until my third year that I enrolled in two courses in sociology, one in introductory soc and the other in comparative social
anthropology. These were full-year courses covering what today would be two semesters each. At the time, sociology and
anthropology were a combined department, and no clear distinction was made between sociology and social anthropology. For me,
this was an advantage, and I am still a firm believer that the comparative perspective of social anthropology is essential to the
sociological imagination.

In 1962, the sociology department at MUN comprised only three professors. An English anthropologist, Dr Ian Whitaker, was the
Head. I took my first social anthropology course from him. He was entertainingly idiosyncratic. I remember one time hesitating
about going outside when it was raining and windy, only to be swept up by Whitaker, academic gown flowing, and saying to me
sternly, “Come along, House, mustn’t be deterred by the elements!”

The other two faculty members, Drs. Roger Krohn and Noel Iverson, were both young sociologists who had trained with Don
Martindale at the University of Minnesota. Iverson was a conscientious prof whose lectures were exceptionally well-prepared, and
he was to become my honours dissertation supervisor the following year. But my fondest memory of him was when he invited
some of us students to his house-warming party on Queen’s Road. We sat on the floor, drank beer and wine, and listened to jazz.
What more could a “good” middle-class boy from St. John’s desire?

But the big revelation for me, and the main reason I went on to a professional career in sociology, was the introductory course I
took from Roger Krohn. Roger was an inspirational teacher and opened my eyes to a whole new way of looking at the world. He
taught me then, and I still believe, that the defining feature of our discipline is neither methodological nor theoretical, but rather what
C. Wright Mills was to call the “sociological imagination” and Peter Berger the “sociological perspective.” It is an approach to
understanding society that is comparative, relativistic and inherently democratic. It was this experience that inspired me to do six
courses and a dissertation in sociology during my final year in order to graduate with a B. A. (Honours) degree in sociology.

I then left Newfoundland for further study in England, and graduated in 1967 with an M. A. degree in Politics, Philosophy and
Economics. I was fortunate to meet my wife, Jeannie, while there. (We’re still happily married in 2009.) I couldn’t decide whether to
pursue an academic career or one in public service (I ended up combining the two), so I accepted a one-year offer in the unique
position of Sessional Lecturer in Sociology and Psychology at Memorial in 1967-68. Things had changed greatly in sociology at
MUN while I was away. Whitaker, Krohn and Iverson had left, and Robert Paine, a British social anthropologist, was the new Head
of sociology. Paine also headed up Memorial’s Institute of Social and Economic Research (ISER) which, for several years, was
essentially the research arm of sociology and, in particular, social anthropology. During my first semester, I was lucky to share an
office with Jean Briggs, who was to become one of Canada’s most eminent anthropologists and who spent her entire career at
Memorial.

It was the golden age of ISER. Its innovative fellowship program attracted top-notch young researchers from the United States,
Britain and Norway. Robert Paine chaired a succession of stimulating seminars in which young researchers reported on their
fieldwork in various parts of outport Newfoundland and Labrador, and heated debates ensued in comparing the different findings
about “my” community compared to the others. I had enjoyed my summers as a boy trouting, cod jigging and playing with other
boys in Trinity, Trinity Bay; but this was my first chance to witness the sociological imagination being applied to my own society and
culture. There was also a political dimension to the work, as ISER researchers such as Ralph Matthews and Robert DeWitt
became early critics of the Smallwood government’s resettlement program, and Norwegian scholars Cato Wadel, Ottar Brox and
Georg Henriksen began advocating alternative, community-based approaches to development that contested the conventional
wisdom of the time which favoured industrialization and urbanization. It was a heady time for ISER and sociology/social
anthropology at Memorial, which helped me make up my mind to pursue an academic career in sociology.

Jeannie and I went on to spend an exciting three years in Montreal. I completed my Ph. D. and then found my first academic job at
the University of Calgary where we spent four years. While at McGill, I attended a lecture by the well-known sociologist, Everett
Hughes, who wrote the classic book French Canada in Transition. Hughes’ advice, in the Chicago School tradition, was to carry out
research on issues that are important to the society in which you find yourself. As an economic sociologist, it seemed natural for
me to focus my research on the oil and gas industry in Alberta. This proved to be a fortuitous choice when I returned to
Newfoundland and Labrador later in the 1970s, just as oil and gas exploration was heating up off our shores.
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I was sitting at home one evening in the fall of 1973 when the telephone rang. It was Dr. Art Sullivan, who had been something of a
mentor for me during my days when I was studying psychology at MUN. He told me that he had just been appointed as the first
principal for a new west-coast campus of Memorial that was being established in Corner Brook, and he was wondering if I’d be
interested in being his right-hand man. My first thought was: free trip home! To make a long story short, I ended up taking a
position on the main campus and never did make it to Corner Brook. Thank you, Dr Sullivan!

The 1970s and 1980s were exciting decades for sociology at Memorial. While there were advantages of having a combined
department, anthropology had been the dominant partner. The separation into two departments created a great opportunity for
sociology to develop its own direction and identity. Under the leadership of Volker Meja and a cohort of other dynamic young
sociologists, Memorial soon established itself as an exciting place for sociology. From the outset, it exhibited a balance between
the cosmopolitan and the local. On the one hand, young Newfoundlanders and Labradorians were exposed to cutting-edge
theoretical ideas and to comparative studies of other cultures around the world. On the other hand, several members of the
department became committed to and engaged in research and writing about the local society and its economic and social
development problems and prospects.

Having returned to Newfoundland and Labrador as a native son interested in the province’s development, my own career took a
more practical turn starting in the mid-1980s. I have been fortunate to have had several opportunities to work in the public service
of the province under three different premiers – Brian Peckford, Clyde Wells and Danny Williams – in positions which have allowed
me to have some influence on public policies related to social and economic development. But I have always enjoyed coming back
to the ivory tower and look forward to finishing my career as a sociologist at MUN. I have enjoyed working with many excellent
undergraduate and graduate students, and have had the pleasure of seeing many of them move on into successful careers in
academia, public service and the volunteer and community sector.

The department has seen many changes over the years. The move from a collegial to a more corporatist model at Memorial has
brought about more bureaucratization, as has the formalization of collective bargaining. But the department continues to attract
bright young scholars, and its core faculty are ably supported by a dedicated group of term and per-course appointments. The
gender balance is better than in the past, and the department has strengthened its scholarship and teaching in such areas as
women’s studies, criminology, communications and globalization. The core value of balancing the cosmopolitan and the local
persists, with new contributions in such areas as policing and occupational health and safety.

Looking back, I feel that I have been privileged in my various encounters with sociology at Memorial – as an undergraduate student
taking the most exciting courses I have ever taken, as a sessional lecturer during the golden age of ISER, as a young professional
helping to build a dynamic new department, and as an established sociologist working with excellent students and being supported
in my efforts to apply the sociological imagination to public affairs. As I move toward retirement, I’m happy to see the core values
that were entrenched during the 1970s being ably maintained and enhanced by a new cohort of sociologists at Memorial.
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The Clipboard
By Stephen Riggins

Scott Kenney’s manuscript Canadian Victims of Crime: Critical Insights has been accepted for publication by CSP/Women’s Press.
His book critically considers the meanings which emerge in the various contexts experienced by victims of crime. These include
the initial impacts of crime; social dynamics encountered by victims in their families and informal social settings; gender and coping
strategies; the justice system; encounters with victim service programs, support groups, and shelters; the experiences of victims in
restorative justice sessions; and comparisons of the positions of victims in developing countries.

Scott draws on original qualitative research about homicide and the criminal justice system, as well as victim service organizations
and restorative justice. His general thesis is that many victims – particularly victims of violent crimes – are poorly understood and
that the institutions and services set up to help them often have potentially harmful impacts. This is because support services are
little known and poorly funded. Many services represent a public relations exercise rather than providing substantive programs.

&

Brenda Kitchen has become the Executive Director of The Arthritis Society in St. John’s. The Arthritis Society is the only non-profit
voluntary health association in Canada seeking the cause, prevention and cure for all types of arthritis. Brenda is raising money for
the society by participating in the “Joints in Motion Training Team.” Her participation will include running in a marathon in
Barbados.

&

Gregory Bowden successfully passed his PhD candidacy examination at the University of Alberta in Edmonton. He is in the midst
of dissertation research (funded in part by a SSHRC Doctoral Fellowship) about theories of social control and self-control used to
explain Attention-Deficit / Hyperactivity Disorder.

&

Kelly Smith is pursuing an MA degree in Cities, Culture and Regeneration in the Sociology and Social Policy Department of the
University of Liverpool. This MA program provides a multi-disciplinary approach to the contemporary city, with a specialist focus on
issues of urban regeneration and cultural policy.

&

Peter Baehr, who taught sociology at MUN throughout the 1990s, is a Professor of sociology at Lingnan University in Hong Kong.
During the summer of 2008 Peter spent five weeks teaching in Kabul at the American University of Afghanistan. His experiences
are recounted in an article published by Lingnan University: http://www.ln.edu.hk/news/20081020/01

Peter Baehr and Christopher Hutton are presently working on a book titled A Dictionary of Domination: Keywords of Power,
Coercion, and Terror. Peter and his wife continue to spend summers in Newfoundland where they have a home in Hant’s Harbour.

Recent and Forthcoming Publications by Members of the Department:

Binkley, M., K. Bigney, B. Neis and S. Bornstein, “Lessons from Offshore: Challenges and Opportunities in Linking Data to
Promote Understanding of Accidents and Injuries among Newfoundland and Labrador Fishers 1989 to 2001,” Marine Policy, 2008.

Craig, A., “Sustainability, Reciprocity, and the Shared Good(s) of Poetry,” The Journal of Arts Management, Law and Society, 2007.

Cullum, L., “In Whose Interests?: Women Organizing on the St. John’s Waterfront, 1948,” International Journal of Historical
Sociology, 2009.

Cullum, L., “‘It was a Woman’s Job, I ‘spose, Pickin’ Dirt Outa Berries’: Negotiating Gender, Work and Wages at Job Brothers,
1946-1950,” Newfoundland and Labrador Studies, 2008.

Gray, I., G. Lawrence and P. Sinclair, “The Sociology of Climate Change for Regional Australia: Farmer Capacity for Change amid
Drivers for Consensus and Certainty in an Uncertain Environment.” In J. Martin (Ed.) Climate Change Responses across Regional
Australia: Social Learning and Adaptation, 2009.

Johnsen, J.P., P. Holm, P. Sinclair and S.A. Raanes, “The Coming of the Cyborg Fish: About the Attempts to Make Resource
Management Possible,” Maritime Studies, 2009.

Lutz, J. and B. Neis (Eds.) Making and Moving Knowledge: Lessons from Collaborative Research in a World on the Edge.
Montreal: McGill-Queen’s University Press, 2008.

Moreau, D. and B. Neis, “Occupational Health and Safety in Atlantic Canadian Aquaculture: Laying the Groundwork for
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Prevention,” Marine Policy, 2009.

Murray, G., B. Neis and C. Palmer, “Mapping Cod: Fisheries Science, Fish Harvesters’ Ecological Knowledge and Cod Migrations
in the Northern Gulf of St. Lawrence,” Human Ecology, 2008.

Oleinik, A., “On Negative Convergence: The Metaphor of Vodka-Cola Reconsidered,” Telos, 2008.

Oleinik, A., “Institutions and Democracy in Russia (A Critical View),” Papeles del Este, No. 16. Published by the Universidad
Complutense de Madrid.

Oleinik, A., “Existing and Potential Constraints Limiting State Servants’ Opportunism: The Russian Case,” Journal of Communist
Studies and Transition Politics, 2008.

Power, N., “Occupational Risks, Safety and Masculinity: Newfoundland Fish Harvesters’ Experiences and Understandings of
Fishery Risks,” Health, Risk and Society, 2008.

Sinclair, P. and B. Neis, “Network Governance: Interactive Restructuring and Opportunities and Challenges for Local Development
in Rural Newfoundland.” In Aarsaether, N., A. Roiseland and S. Jenssen (Eds.) Practicing Local Governance: Northern
Perspectives. Haupaugge, NY: Nova Science, 2008.

Sinclair, P., “Politics and Political Movements.” In L. Tepperman and P. Albanese (Eds.) Sociology: A Canadian Perspective, 2nd
Ed. Don Mills, ON: Oxford University Press, 2008.

Sinclair, P., J.P. Johnsen and P. Ripley, ”Power and the Production of Science: Assessing Cod Stocks as the Cyborg Fishery
Collapses,” Maritime Studies, 2009.

Stanbridge, K., “Childhood as Cognition, or Taking Ariès at his Word“, Kasvatus ja Aika, University of Helsinki, 2008.

Windle, M.J.S., B. Neis, S. Bornstein, M. Binkley and P. Navarro, “Fishing Occupational Health and Safety: A Comparison of
Regulatory Regimes and Safety Outcomes in Six Countries“, Marine Policy, 2008.

M.A. Research Papers which have been completed since September 2008:

Erika Davis (December 2008) “Pre-emptive Contraceptive: Doctors Decide, Women Abide. Childfree Women Seeking Sterilization.”

Sean Hayes (December 2008) “Migrants and Society: Social Embeddedness and Social and Cultural Capital in the Migration
Process.”

Kate Hickey (December 2008) “Not Everything Fits a Skinny Model: Contrary Findings in Prevalence, Patient Satisfaction, and
Help-seeking Literature on Eating Disorders that do not fit the Biomedical Model.”

Laurinda Tracey (October 2008) “Violence in the University: The Construction of an Occupational Health and Safety Issue.”

Ashley Tuttle (December 2008) “She Loses, He Loses: The Social Construction of Gendered Weight Loss Knowledge by a
Commercial Weight Loss Organization.”
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An Intellectual Balancing Act
By Ross A. Klein, MUN School of Social Work

I’ve always had my feet in two camps. As an undergraduate student I was attracted to sociology for its vantage point of social
observation – objective but critical – and to social work for its activist orientation. The time was the late 1960s/early 1970s, the anti-
war movement was at its peak, sociology departments were flush with soft funding for community-based organization and
research, and sociology faculties had clearly projected political orientations. My foot in sociology provided theory and critical
thinking, both essential elements in a foundation for social activism. My foot in social work, in complementary fashion, taught
methods of community development and social activism for effecting change. Saul Alinsky, a sociologist, was required reading for
students of social work at the time. Much of what I learned about community organizing and social action was drawn from sociology
and sociological theory.

Fast forward six years. I completed a Masters degree in social work (with emphasis in community organization and research
methods/design) and spent four years as an old-style social group worker. My work focused on community development, not on
therapeutic intervention. While I enjoyed the work I did in one camp, the other camp kept calling. As a social worker I was engaged
in practice, but without a strong theoretical base. The void – or theoretical bankruptcy as I referred to it at the time – drew me back
to sociology. I saw too well how social work, as Piven and Cloward’s Regulating the Poor observed, had become an agent of social
control rather than an agent of change. Instead of seeing the way in which society maintained oppressive and exploitative class
structures (in those days few spoke about Marx’s conception of the lumpen proletariat), the social work profession had become an
instrument of the power structure.

In 1978 I returned to sociology, enrolling at Syracuse University. I found an environment where the debate was not so much
between quantitative versus qualitative methodology, but between which of four schools of qualitative research and analysis was
“best.” Similarly, there was less debate between those on the political right and political left – those on the right were marginal at
best – than between social anarchism, Marxism, critical theory, the Frankfurt School and the sociology of knowledge. It was a
fascinating environment in which to learn and to apply theory. Given the diversity of thought, our training was mainly in how to
formulate a well-reasoned argument that could be supported by (often classical) theory.

I carried two broad interests into my graduate studies – nonviolent conflict and change, and how those without power can escape
subjugation and control. The result was a dissertation entitled “David versus Goliath: The Big Power of Small States.” Focusing on
international conflict, the study explored how it is possible for states that are relatively weaker militarily to win in conflicts with states
that are militarily strong. Using case studies of a series of disputes over fishing rights from the late 1940s to the late 1970s – the
Cod Wars between Iceland and the U.K., and the Tuna Wars between Ecuador and Peru and the U.S. – the dissertation drew on
some of the theories that were the foundation for my practice as an activist: knowledge about norms of reciprocity (Gouldner’s work
based on Marcel Mauss), power-dependence relations (Emerson’s early work that was inextricably linked to Blau’s Exchange
Theory, and later to theories of interdependence), and theories of class and class conflict. By focusing on conflicts where the weak
successfully confronted the strong (and refrained from using direct military force), the case studies were effective for the study of
the power of nonviolence and noncoercion.

I received my PhD in 1981. The job market in sociology was dismal – opportunities were few and far between – but jobs in social
work were plentiful. I had little choice but to put my foot into that other camp. I took a position teaching social work in a department
of sociology. The negative is that I was assigned responsibility for coordinating a huge service course taught by graduate students
– its official title was “Courtship and Marriage,” but it was popularly known among students as “wooing and screwing” – but the
positive was that I taught community action and a PhD course in political sociology. All would have been fine except I was living in
the middle of Iowa. When I had told my dissertation supervisor of the job offer, his response was reserved – he commented, “most
people are happy to end their career there.” I learned in time what he meant.

I arrived at MUN in 1988 after five years in a research university and two years at a small Ivy-league-wannabe private college. (I
had to experience what a small college was like and didn’t need long to reach my conclusion.) My research at the time was not well
focused. I had written on child sexual abuse prevention, nonviolent conflict and change, and on public attitudes about the military
and militarism. And I had done work in applied research related to social policy issues and program development. The work
satisfied the need to be productive but I had lost touch with core issues related to exploitation, oppression, and social justice. My
foot in social work had taken hold and I was losing my sociological imagination. A social-critical perspective was slowly being
consumed by social work’s focus on doing. A focus on analysis for social change had been replaced by a focus on analysis for
better social programs – the trap of managing people rather than changing society. I had lost the complementary elements – desire
and activism for social change (social work) inspired and informed by critical data analysis and social theory (sociology).

Things changed in 1996. My partner and I had since 1992 chosen cruise vacations and were spending considerable time on cruise
ships – approximately 40 days in both 1996 and 1997. I had gotten to know a number of staff and crewmembers and was becoming
aware that there was much to write about, especially from the perspective of sociology. I checked the literature and was surprised
to find the topic had yet to be written about. Nothing at all!

The decision to turn my vacation choice into research came in 1997. By now, I had spent almost 150 days on cruise ships. But
more significantly, I had twice spent 24 days straight on a single ship, including a ship where a friend was the ship’s physician.
Informal chats over wine rounded out my understanding of the industry. Questions and curiosities were answered, and information
that would otherwise be unavailable landed in my lap. Gaps in understanding evaporated and the shining façade of “luxury”
vacations removed. I now saw how the industry’s economic success was facilitated by structures that were racist, classist,
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exploitative and oppressive; and by advertising that was misleading if not outright lies. One example will suffice: while Royal
Caribbean marketed itself as environmentally green (including staff members wearing pins saying “Save the Waves” and having
the slogan pasted throughout the ship and in advertising), it was systematically dumping into harbours and coastal waters dry-
cleaning fluids (perchlorethylene), photofinishing chemicals (silver nitrate), a host of other hazardous chemicals known to be
carcinogenic, and oily waste from its engines. By 2000, the company had been fined more than $30 million in the U.S. By 2002,
each of the major cruise corporations had been fined for similar behaviour. But the fines appeared to be the cost of doing business
– they cost less than behaving in ways consistent with corporate advertising and public proclamations.

Environmental practices were not the first thing to capture my fascination. On an early cruise I innocently asked a Honduran
busboy how long it would be before he would be promoted to waiter. His response: “my skin is too dark – I can never be a waiter;
I’ll always be a busboy.” On the next cruise, a wine steward told me he had previously worked for a different cruise line – I naturally
asked why he left. The response, “The company fired all the Filipino wine stewards because they didn’t think their skin colour
projected the right image.” The Filipinos were replaced by white-skinned eastern Europeans. A couple of years later I asked an
Indonesian worker who was handing out trays at the start of a buffet line what it was like working under surveillance cameras all
day (pointing to the bubble in the ceiling) – his face went blank and he said, “the Dutchman is always watching.” Later that same
day I overheard the ship’s captain, in conversation with a group of passengers, refer to the crew as his “little Indonesian pets.” The
cruise line was Holland America and the comments clearly demonstrated how the company had replicated onboard its ships the
traditional master-servant relationship given that Indonesia had been colonized by the Dutch.

Other issues also seized my interest:

1. the disconnect between the product advertised and the product delivered (I watched as a passenger went to the Purser’s
Desk with a copy of the ship’s brochure, pointed to the wide-angle picture of the room he thought he had booked, and said
this is the room I reserved and this is the room I want);

2. the degree to which shipboard accidents were kept secret and often buried by the media (easily done by an industry that
spends one billion dollars a year on media advertising and that sponsors travel and food shows for many mass-circulation
newspapers);

3. the economically exploitive relationship between cruise ships and the ports they visit (a cruise ship retains as much as 90
percent of the price a passenger pays for a land excursion bought onboard and gets kicked back as much as 40 percent of
the money spent by passengers in portside stores);

4. the industry’s ability to directly influence the U.S. Congress (through lobbying, campaign contributions, and strategically
directed donations) and to maintain freedom from U.S. laws and regulations;

5. the nature of medical care and the industry’s ability to avoid liability for medical malpractice onboard its ships and to avoid
liability for large-scale illness outbreaks); and,

6. the problem of sexual assault of women and of children – it is a well kept secret that a Canadian has a greater chance of
being sexually assaulted on a cruise ship than anywhere in Canada.

There was plenty to write about and so I did. Given the absence of critical material about the industry, my work was quickly picked
up by the media. (I’ve done more than 300 media interviews since the publication of my first book.) And it was acknowledged and
used by those concerned about cruise industry practices. The International Transportworkers Federation and the U.K.-based War
on Want involved me in their “Sweatships” campaign; more than a dozen environmental organizations involved me in their local
and national efforts to impact cruise ship environmental practices (including Oceana, which funded a two-week lecture tour
following my second book, and KAHEA – The Native Hawaiian Environmental Alliance, which twice sponsored week-long lecture
tours and meetings with grassroots groups concerned with the environmental impact of cruise tourism); port communities invited
me to speak and be part of their effort to curtail the growth of cruise tourism; NGOs in Canada and the Caribbean involved me in
projects that would bring to the forefront the economic exploitation of ports and of small island states; and when the International
Cruise Victims Association was formed in 2006, I was soon contacted to serve as a resource and advisor.

It was a fascinating opportunity for a sociologist. I was given diverse opportunities to work with individuals and organizations that
were confronting the cruise industry – my research and expertise provided a foundation for making credible and effective
arguments based on fact rather than anecdote. My research was having a direct impact and I was having fun. For example, I was
used in a successful campaign by Livable Oldtown, a grassroots organization in Key West (Florida), to scale back cruise tourism
and to ameliorate its negative impacts on the community; in a successful campaign by Save Our Spit in Gold Coast (Australia)
opposing construction of a cruise terminal in the area; and in a successful campaign by a consortium of environmental
organizations in Monterey Bay (California) to ensure environmentally responsible practices by ships traversing the Monterey Bay
Marine Sanctuary.

My work also led to invitations to provide expert testimony. I twice testified before the San Francisco Board of Supervisors as they
considered environmental challenges associated with plans for a new cruise terminal, before the Hawaii Country Council as they
worked to manage the growth of cruise tourism, and before both the U.S. House of Representative and U.S. Senate in hearings on
crime aboard cruise ships. In Canada, I was asked by Members of Parliament from British Columbia in 2007 to participate in a
press conference and media work around environmental impacts of cruise tourism, and a year later was asked by two Members of
Parliament (from Ontario and BC) to participate in a press conference and media work around sexual assaults on cruise ships.
Testimony and media work largely involved dissemination of my research. My involvement as an expert witness in court cases
however provided a new source of data.

My first court case was Hui Hoopakele Aina vs. Hawaii – native Hawaiians on Molokai were suing the state to prevent cruise ships
from landing on the island. They argued that social and environmental impacts of cruise tourism had not been adequately
measured. Although they subsequently lost in court they achieved their goal – no cruise ships have stopped on the island. Their
success is attributable initially to mass demonstrations that prevented cruise passengers from landing on the island, and
subsequently to political intervention that got cruise lines to withdraw plans to call at Molokai – the withdrawal being “forced” while
the court case was still active. Being part of the process meant having an inside track on behind-the-scenes information that would
normally be unavailable to a social scientist. Other court cases have also provided considerable data – some from depositions of
other witnesses and cruise line employees and some from the huge number of documents provided in the discovery phase of



lawsuits. For example, a class action suit brought by onboard employees of Princess Cruises for unpaid overtime – they received
no remuneration for hours worked beyond the mandatory 77 per week, many working 98 hours or more – yielded 10,000 pages of
internal corporate documents. While much of the information had little relevance, some was quite useful. There were results of a
survey of all onboard employees regarding workplace and job satisfaction, and there was a letter informing a crewmember that he
was paid less and worked longer than others because he was on the Asian/Central American contract and others were on the
European contract.

My involvement in cases involving onboard sexual assault has also yielded data that would otherwise be unavailable. The most
recent case with which I was involved provided 1,500 pages of documents, including original complaints and investigations. Before
having the documents I was faced with using the cruise line’s characterization of an incident, but now I am able to make an
independent judgment. For example, one case labeled as inappropriate touch by a cruise line was more precisely sexual assault: a
woman went to the spa for a foot and ankle massage and was awoken from her relaxed stupor when the masseur attempted to
manually penetrate her vagina. Another case labeled inappropriate touch involved a twelve-year-old girl who, travelling on a cruise
with her parents, experienced unwanted touching and kisses by a crew member – he had let himself into the family cabin with his
passkey when she was alone in the room. I now have a data set of more than 550 sex-related incidents on two cruise lines
belonging to one corporation.

Data from court cases supplement and complement data I already have. Methodologically, my work has relied in part on participant
(simple) observation and informal conversations. But the largest source of data is from documents: corporate reports and studies,
journalistic accounts, government studies and reports, trade publications, industry-supported research, and financial disclosure
data (i.e., spending for lobbyists, campaign contributions, corporate foundations). I have always been fascinated by Eugene Webb
et al’s Nonreactive Measures in the Social Sciences (originally published in 1966 as Unobtrusive Measures: Nonreactive Research
in the Social Sciences) – my dissertation research was based largely on documentary sources (supplemented by interviews with
key informants). My research of the cruise industry is similarly based almost entirely on the methods and approaches articulated in
that book.

As with any research, it is important to know when a project has reached its natural end. My research on the cruise industry has
taken on a life of its own, but there is less and less new data and consequently the topic (although still interesting to many) is less
fascinating to me as a researcher. It is time to begin to chart a new project. Though the cruise industry research is hard to beat, a
natural horizontal move is to undertake a complementary study of hotels and resorts. While much has been written about the
hospitality industry, there are a number of salient sociological concepts and questions that have not been posed. The parameters
for my next study have been shaped in part by cruise line informants who are corporate executives with hotels and resorts, in part
by lawyers with whom I have worked whose practice includes hotels and resorts, and in part from my own travel experience – since
being blacklisted by several cruise lines in 2001 my vacation choices have been land-based and have included a range of types
and qualities of hotels and resorts. The next study, guided by a healthy sociological imagination, builds on what I have learned from
my cruise industry research, but also goes in some new and exciting directions. I am anxious to see how it turns out.
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